CD10 is a zinc dependent metalloproteinase that cleaves various biological peptides. Initially, it was known to be expressed in acute lymphoblastic leukemia hence, alternatively called Common Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia Antigen (CALLA). Over expression of CD10 has been associated with various carcinomas including prostate cancer, lung carcinomas, colon cancer, retinoblastoma and breast cancer [1].

In mammary glands, myoepithelial cells are true epithelial cells (express cytokeratins like CK5 and CK14) and present between luminal epithelial cells (express cytokeratin like CK19) and stroma. Myoepithelial cells are the "guardians' of breast cancer as it maintains tissue architecture and cells polarity [2]. Breast cancers mainly arise from luminal epithelial cells. Presence of myoepithelial cells suppresses breast cancer progression. It has been seen that fully differentiated myoepithelial cells are outnumbered by cancer cells and even fully replace them in invasive carcinomas [3]. CD10 is expressed in normal cells like lymphoid stem cells and mammary myoepithelial cells. However, CD10 does not express in stromal compartment mammary gland. Studies on CD10 expression in stroma were suggested in invasive carcinomas of breast and gastric glands [4,5]. In this study, we have investigated immunolocalization of CD10 in goat mammary cancer.

Abnormal cyto-architecture of goat mammary epithelial cells indicated us to examine with cancer cell marker like CD10. Immunostaining of mammary cancer tissue and normal tissue with CD10 and analyzing images using, Image J [6], we found a very high expression (27.94 +/- 0.93%) of CD10 in the stroma of mammary cancer (Figure 1A-B). In normal glands, CD10 expression was limited to myoepithelial cells (3.40 +/- 0.56%) as lining of normal alveolar and ductal structures (Figure 1C-D). Expression of CD10 in goat mammary cancer was significantly high (P = 9.0E-08) in comparison to normal glands. Finally, our results were in consistent with findings of other researchers who have investigated CD10 expression in stromal compartment of mammary cancer. This study suggests CD10 as a prognostic marker of goat mammary cancer. It is interesting to note that CD10 is common cancer cell markers of human breasts and goat mammary cancer, given that incidence of goat mammary cancer is rare.
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Figure 1: Immunolocalization of CD10 in normal and cancer tissue of goat mammary glands. Over expression of CD10 in stromal compartment was evident in mammary cancer. Expression of CD10 in normal mammary tissue (Panel A) with its pseudo colored image (Panel B) to calculate the percentage of stained area. In mammary cancer, expression of CD10 was observed in the basal layer of epithelium and stroma (Panel C) shown with the percentage of stained area (Panel D). Scale bar = 100 m.
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